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Abstract: The text discusses the Agenda 2030, the so-called Sustainable Development 
Goals (SDGs) of  the United Nations and their chances of  implementation. The text does not 
agree on praising the SDGs, but rather sees them in some sense as a step backwards compared 
to the Millennium Development Goals (MDGs), because they make it easier for rich coun-
tries to concentrate on their own problems instead of  tackling the major global sustainability 
challenges in international cooperation. From the author’s point of  view, the implementation 
chances for the SDGs are not high. Consideration is then given to whether a Marshall Plan 
with Africa would offer an opportunity to push forward the implementation of  the SDGs, 
particularly in the case of  Africa, where the greatest challenges exist. In fact, a Marshall 
Plan offers these opportunities, but here again the question arises whether such a plan will 
ever be implemented. The recently launched “Development and Climate Alliance” of  the 
German Federal Ministry for Economic Cooperation and Development (BMZ) suggests a 
way in which a multi-stakeholder initiative could possibly lead to an approach of  promoting 
a Marshall Plan with Africa and other related international developments, thus making a 
substantial contribution to the implementation of  the SDGs. The text discusses the topics 
mentioned and related questions.

Keywords: Agenda 2030, Club of  Rome, development and climate alliance, develop-
ment challenges in Africa, Desertec, Elephant Curve, framing, green hydrogen, humus for-
mation, Marshall Plan with Africa, nature-based solutions, population growth, Sustainable 
Development Goals (SDG), synthetic fuels, total decoupling.

1  F. J. Radermacher, The Marshall Plan with Africa – an approach to the implementation of  Agenda 
2030?!, is published in German in: E. Herlyn and M. Lėvy-Tödter (2019), Die Agenda 2030 als 
‘Magisches Vieleck der Nach-haltigkeit: Systemische Perspektiven, Wiesbaden: SpringerGabler.
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Sommario: L’autore analizza l’Agenda 2030, i cosiddetti Obiettivi di Sviluppo Soste-
nibile (OSS) delle Nazioni Unite, e le loro possibilità di attuazione. Non associandosi agli 
elogi espressi nei confronti degli OSS, l’autore li considera per certi versi un passo indietro 
rispetto agli Obiettivi di Sviluppo del Millennio (OSM), poiché aiutano i paesi ricchi ad 
occuparsi dei propri problemi anziché affrontare le grandi sfide di sostenibilità globale at-
traverso la cooperazione internazionale. L’autore ritiene improbabile il raggiungimento degli 
OSS. Si considera poi se un Piano Marshall a beneficio dell’Africa possa offrire la possi-
bilità di favorire il raggiungimento degli OSS, particolarmente nella stessa Africa, dove si 
presentano le sfide maggiori. Un Piano Marshall offrirebbe tale possibilità, ma sorge il dub-
bio sull’eventuale attuazione di un piano simile. Lanciata di recente, “l’Alleanza Sviluppo e 
Clima” del Ministero Federale della Cooperazione e dello Sviluppo della Germania propone 
un modo in cui un’iniziativa multi-stakeholder potrebbe portare alla promozione di un Piano 
Marshall per l’Africa nonché di altri sviluppi internazionali correlate, e così contribuire alla 
realizzazione degli OSS.

Parole chiave: Agenda 2030, Club di Roma, alleanza sviluppo e clima, sfide per lo 
sviluppo in Africa, Desertec, “curva d’elefante”, inquadramento, idrogeno verde, formazione 
di humus, Piano Marshall per l’Africa, soluzioni basate sulla natura, crescita demografica, 
Obiettivi di Sviluppo Sostenibile (OSS), carburanti sintetici, distacco totale. 

Introduction 

The chances for future harmonious development are not good. Conflicts be-
tween states are increasing. Tendencies towards re-nationalization and an in-
crease in conflicts within states can be observed. Current development does 
not seem to be moving in the direction of  sustainable development, but rather 
in other directions, which are addressed in the literature under terms such as 
“Brazilianization/worldwide two-tier society” or “ecological collapse”. In fact, 
the world community adopted the so-called Sustainable Development Goals 
(SDGs), also called Agenda 2030, in 2015. The present text, however, looks 
at this highly praised programme with mixed feelings, i.e. rather critically. Al-
though many individual topics are discussed adequately, there is no credible 
perspective for their implementation. In particular by their focus on states, 
the SDGs make it easier for rich countries to largely evade the major global 
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sustainability requirements. Instead of  enabling poorer countries to catch up 
while at the same time protecting the environment and climate worldwide, 
rich countries are rather concentrating on the implementation of  sustainabil-
ity goals in their own countries. This is counterproductive in its overall effect. 
Above all, because the SDGs, like the previous international programme of  
the Millennium Development Goals (MDGs of  2000-2015) and the Climate 
Agreement of  Paris, are again characterized by wishful thinking with only a 
very small implementation capacity. This applies specially to financing issues, 
which in many cases are a major problem (Radermacher 2015).

The 2015 Addis Ababa Conference on Financing Development (especial-
ly SDGs and Climate Change Targets), entitled “From Billions to Trillions” 
(World Bank and IMF 2015), highlights the financial challenges the global 
community is facing. In economic terms, the greatest difficulties are based on 
the fact that on the one hand prosperity is urgently needed to stop the growth 
of  the world population at some point, e.g. in India and even more so in Afri-
ca. If  this does not succeed, climate change can no longer be stopped at 2°C 
(Radermacher 2018b; Senate of  the Economy 2017; Radermacher 2017). 
Furthermore, the migration problem will then develop even more dramati-
cally in the course of  time than is already the case today. On the other hand, 
prosperity is still unavoidably associated with high resource consumption and 
greenhouse gas emissions. This means the following: either states are rich, 
then they consume a lot of  resources and generate high per capita greenhouse 
gas emissions. Or they get by with low resource consumption, in which case 
they are poor states (Club of  Rome, Senate of  the Economy 2016).

The future solution for billions of  people that the sustainability discourse 
is striving for – high prosperity with low resource consumption – has not been 
realized anywhere in the world. To what extent the revolution in IT and arti-
ficial intelligence will improve or worsen the situation is unclear at this point 
(Land K-H, 2018). Brazilianization is an alternative option. It solves the pro-
blem by the “impoverishment” of  the global middle class. However, this so-
lution is completely unsatisfactory and would lead to politically significant 
conflicts that may not be solvable (Radermacher  and Beyers 2011). 

In this context, the African continent is of  particular importance, since the-
re is still a massive population explosion. The number of  people in Africa has 
increased six-fold in the last century to currently between 1 and 1.2 billion. 
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The number will probably double by 2050, possibly quadruple by 2100. It is 
hard to imagine that so many people can find an adequate future in Africa, 
especially if  the effects of  climate change in the hot parts of  Africa become 
more noticeable (HDRO at the UNDP, 2018). Finally, there is a threat of  
massive migration to the North in this case, among many other problems. In 
Europe, we have experienced this in a still moderate way in recent years. It 
has become clear in these times that even comparatively small flows of  mi-
grants can blow up the political systems of  the rich world and thus undermine 
our future. Our democratic systems hardly seem stable enough to cope with 
growing demands of  this kind. Suddenly, politicians and citizens have become 
aware of  what may be ahead of  us. On the side of  political decision-makers, 
this at least creates a willingness to take a more serious look at Africa’s future 
and a Marshall Pian with Africa, which has now been forcefully communica-
ted (Club of  Rome, Senate of  the Economy, 2016).

The Sustainable Development Goals 

At the end of  2015, the international community adopted the 2016-2030 
sustainability targets in New York. These consist of  17 goals (Sustainable De-
velopment Goals), differentiated into 169 sub-goals. A detailed description 
can be found in United Nations, 2015. The SDGs follow the Millennium De-
velopment Goals (MDGs) of  the period 2000-2015. Despite various advances, 
these were not achieved, a typical picture (FAW/n 2016a; Radermacher and 
Beyers 2011; Radermacher 2015). In terms of  overcoming hunger and pover-
ty, China’s wealth creation has been the greatest contribution to achieving the 
MDGs. When viewing the core of  the sustainability issue as a combination of  
development in poorer countries, combined with advanced and global envi-
ronmental and climate protection, key goals were not achieved (Töpfer 2001). 
The main reason for this is the completely insufficient willingness of  rich 
countries to contribute adequately. Perhaps this is the reason why all countries 
have agreed to a new logic with the SDGs. According to the new interpreta-
tion of  global problems, all states have their own sustainability deficits. Every 
single one of  them has work on overcoming them. Of  course, they also need 
to work together on global issues. In fact, however, politics and large sections 
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of  civil society in rich countries have steered the local discourse to their favour 
(Radermacher 2018a): concentration on deficits at home, especially in the 
rich countries, often garnished with “role-model” arguments. Thus, no addi-
tional help in Africa to overcome poverty or to bring about changes regarding 
reproduction. Instead, energy revolution in Germany, introduction of  electric 
cars, discussion of  the nitrate exposure on the fields, discussion of  exceeding 
amounts of  liquid manure in some federal states and the lower remuneration 
of  women in their jobs compared to men, insufficient support for children 
from poorer families, etc. Or in other words: no longer Fair Trade, but or-
ganic food from regional cultivation. It is obvious that global problems cannot 
be solved this way, but are systemically pushed aside by the role-model argu-
ment (cf. Chapter IV). It is gratifying in this context that the German Council 
for Sustainable Development is now arguing against this trend (RNE, 2018). 

What are the biggest problems of  Agenda 2030? With the Sustainable 
Development Goals (SDGs), for the first time in their history, the countries 
of  the world have a common agenda for achieving sustainable development 
since September 2015. For the time being, this agenda represents the final 
step in a political endeavour that has now lasted for more than 40 years 
and aims at achieving two of  humankind’s major goals at the same time: 
“preserving the natural basis for life” and “economic development for all 
human beings”. What the Agenda does not achieve is financing the necessary 
catch-up development progress in the poorer countries and correspondingly 
the necessary environmental and climate measures. Additionally, in many 
respects globally established trade and financial structures promote the inter-
ests of  rich countries and certain elites of  the poorer countries rather than 
the interests of  the vast majority of  the world’s people (MüIler 2017; Rader-
macher and Beyers 2011). 

How can a focus on national issues be achieved on a topic such as sustain-
ability? A suitable framing must be implemented here. Within this framework, 
the concept of  sustainability takes on a life of  its own. An international issue 
becomes a national one. People suddenly talk about a sustainable Germany, a 
sustainable Baden-Württemberg, sustainable consumption, sustainable tour-
ism and so on – conceptually actually nonsense. But this way responsibility 
can be individualized and certain actors become directly addressable, e. g. 
airlines, the automotive industry or electricity production based on coal.
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All this does not lead us closer to the goal, because sustainability in the sense 
of  the Brundtland definition must be understood as a state of  the system, as 
an aspired state of  the world. Sustainability therefore cannot be individual-
ized, neither at the level of  individuals, nor at the level of  individual countries, 
unless individualization is part of  a coordinated global plan that allocates the 
necessary contributions to subsystems and is able to enforce compliance with 
the requirements by every actor involved. This also means the following: indi-
vidual contributions are important, necessary elements for a direction towards 
sustainability, but not sufficient. Ultimately, sustainability is an overall system 
state of  humanity. In a globalized, networked world, the globe is the overall 
system to be considered. It is at this level that environmental, climate, poverty 
and justice issues must be resolved. 

Unfortunately, another strong tendency can currently be observed in many 
places: the attempt to assign responsibility for achieving sustainability to in-
dividual actors in the form of  an “accounting demarcation” or “allocation 
of  responsibility”, which admittedly simplifies the operationalization of  the 
topic ostensibly and facilitates the identification of  “guilty parties”, but it is 
not adequate to the matter. In other words, the world operates within a false 
framework, a false interpretation of  the problem at hand. Within this frame-
work the problems cannot be solved. This applies to development as well as to 
the environment and climate.

Why do actors act this way? Perhaps out of  (a) a lack of  understanding, or 
(b) because the problem becomes more manageable, albeit without a chance 
for success of  a solution, or (c) because actors are pursuing their own inter-
ests. In today’s view, individual states, countries, municipalities, companies 
and individuals are then called upon to ensure sustainability. One can try to 
put pressure on them individually, specifically and publicly – a popular field 
of  activity for non-governmental organizations and parts of  politics. States 
then develop their strategies to implement Agenda 2030 at a national level. 
Regional climate protection targets are formulated which usually break down 
international targets into aims for individual sectors of  the economy and in-
dividual countries and regions. Some individuals practice sufficiency and to 
a considerable extend withdraw from the world of  consumption. Many ded-
icated students start with themselves and their personal lifestyle. But all this 
will not lead to the goal. It is reminiscent of  a person looking for his glasses at 
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night in the light of  a streetlamp and then answers the question of  whether he 
has lost his glasses at that point: “No, I lost them somewhere over there, but at 
least I see can something here”.

Individualization, as it is common today, is lacking a systemic approach. 
For example, the way of  dealing with the fact that the poor understandably 
have a hope or even expectation for more prosperity, that the greatest chal-
lenges lie in fulfilling these demands, that many people in the rich countries 
also want to consume more and not less. Also, there are legally protected free-
doms at national and international level to be allowed to pursue these ideas. If  
someone saves something here, there is probably someone else who consumes 
even more. If  money is not spent in one place, it is later spent in another place, 
often by another actor, e.g. a borrower of  a bank, where money that is not 
converted into consumption is saved. Individual approaches therefore do not 
solve the problem. A global agreement must be reached. Ultimately, all com-
panies, regions and people must break the sustainability requirements down 
into their context, even though today’s system does not support such a path 
in a positive way. The wrong option is often cheap today, the better option is 
often more expensive. Today, wrong incentives are the trigger for wrong be-
haviour of  many people. Therefore, only a systemic approach offers a realistic 
chance for sustainability (FAW/n, 2016a, 2016b). 

The conclusion is the following: one cannot resort to the argument – as is 
often done – that all people, all states or all regions of  the world are entitled 
to the same environmental space per capita, for example by formulating that 
from 2050 onwards we will all be allowed to emit only 1 tonne of  CO2 per 
capita per year. One tonne per capita is at most an average value with high 
variation around the mean values between states and high variation of  the in-
dividual values within states, whereby persons with high emissions should pay 
accordingly for their higher emissions (internalization). If  exactly the same 
emissions per capita were enforced through political measures, this would 
completely counteract the present the situation of  our social order or econom-
ic model with regard to the different resources of  states and the fundamental 
differentiation in income, wealth, economic success etc. Such an approach 
would ultimately produce “communism through the back door”. Moreover, 
as such a path would throttle the absolutely necessary engine of  innovation, it 
would not in itself  be promising, not to mention the fact that it would not be 
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capable of  winning majority support – especially not internationally. It con-
flicts with existing international treaties which, moreover, cannot be changed 
or terminated unilaterally, e. g. at the WTO level.

By the way, there are interesting references here to the 2018 Nobel Eco-
nomic Prizes for Pau Romer and William Nordhaus. Based on the Solow 
Growth Mode, William Nordhaus discussed the necessity of  internalizing 
climate effects into the economic system so that prices tell the truth and sup-
posed value creation at the expense of  others or at the expense of  nature (ex-
ternalization) is largely prevented. Paul Romer discussed the role of  innova-
tion in increasing the prosperity of  potentially all people and how politics and 
business can increase the likelihood that useful innovations will be produced 
and implemented. 

Central questions today are how to prevent externalization on the one 
hand, and how to produce innovations (e.g. a new energy system) on the other, 
which even without externalization can massively increase today’s prosperity 
in order to bring billions more people towards prosperity. Unfortunately, all 
this is extremely difficult. Earth Overshoot Day2 has an earlier date year by 
year. CO2 emissions, for example, would have to become significantly more 
expensive. However, no global agreement on the price has been reached. 
And since the atmosphere doesn’t care where the CO2 is produced, there is 
a “prisoner’s dilemma” that is closely linked to the so-called “tragedy of  the 
commons”. That is why we have not got any further on this point so far (Ra-
dermacher 2016).

In this context, sustainability cannot be achieved without massive cross-fi-
nancing. For systemic reasons – within clear rules agreed upon –a lot of  mon-
ey has to flow from the rich to the poor countries if  the latter are to relinquish 
what is perhaps their most important competitive advantage: undermining 
the standards of  the rich world, especially in the area of  sustainability. The 
approach is reminiscent of  a mechanism such as the federal states’ fiscal 
equalization (Länderfinanzausgleich) in Germany or the partial climate fiscal 
equalization agreed upon in the climate sector (Müller G., 2017). In this con-

2  Earth Overshoot Day is the date when the consumption of  natural resources exceeds the 
earth’s capacity to reproduce those resources (cv. Global Footprint Network). Note that CO2 
emissions play an important, somehow misleading, role in the definition. If  these were not 
considered, the ecological footprint of  humankind would be below one earth.
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text, 100 billion transfers per year from industrialized countries to developing 
and emerging countries are in debate from 2020 onwards. It should also be 
likened to the (successful) Montreal Protocol for the Protection of  the World’s 
Ozone Layer, which is based on a similar logic (UNEP 2009, 2018; Frey 2008). 

Overall, sustainability and the implementation of  the SDGs are not pos-
sible without significantly increased cross-financing (FAW/n 2016a). This 
means it will basically not be possible to find an approach for circumventing 
this absolute necessity, not even by more pressure from NGOs and politicians 
on companies in the area of  human rights, as is currently being attempted in 
the national action plans for human rights in the context of  UN and EU activ-
ities (DIMR 2016; Weller et al., 2016). An ultimate question is always whether 
it is better for children in poor countries to work under slave-like conditions or 
to starve. With these options, parents prefer to send them into slave-like em-
ployment. Attending school would of  course be the much better alternative, 
but then the rich countries would have to co-finance it.

Therefore, the principle of  “standards against cross-financing” should be 
applied at the international level. Compliance with agreed standards, depend-
ing on development level, should be the prerequisite for significantly increased 
financial flows to developing and emerging countries (cf. Chapter V). Other-
wise, the current situation will remain, with serious consequences for people 
and the environment in many countries and for the benefit of  local elites. 
Those elites in part promote the current state of  affairs because they want a 
standard of  living like the elites in the West and are under status quo condi-
tions in a position to obtain the necessary funds for their lifestyle, even at the 
expense of  their own population. 

The amount of  money required is clearly shown in the formulation “From 
Billions to Trillions”, which was coined by the World Bank and the Interna-
tional Monetary Fund (World Bank, 2015) and is central if  the problemat-
ic situation is to be correctly assessed. Ultimately, it will be a matter of: (1) 
massively increasing public funds for development cooperation (ODA); and 
(2) using them wisely, mobilizing further private funds with their help and 
positively promoting private investment in developing countries. The OECD 
(OECD 2016) talks about an investment amount of  3.3-4.5 trillion US dollars 
needed annually to implement the SDGs (OECD 2016). Such amounts can 
only be raised, on the one hand, if  there is a significant increase in funds for 
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international development cooperation/ODA funds (similar to the Marshall 
Plan after World War II) and, on the other hand, if  much higher private funds 
are activated. 

In the analyses FAW/n (2016a) as well as in Club of  Rome and Sen-
ate of  the Economy (2016), it becomes clear through historical compari-
sons what volumes are at stake if  breakthroughs to prosperity everywhere 
in the world are the objective. Indications of  this are given by the Marshall 
Plan after World War II, the Structural Funds of  the EU, or current refugee 
costs in Germany on-site and management of  the global financial crisis in 
2008/2009. All of  this ranges far beyond current funds available for devel-
opment cooperation (ODA-funds), although in a continent like Africa the 
initial situation is much worse than it was in the above-mentioned historical 
examples and the number of  people affected is much greater (Club of  Rome, 
Senate of  the Economy 2016).

To date, it has not even been possible to provide the 0.7% of  donor coun-
tries’ GNI (gross national income) promised for decades as ODA funds. 
Currently, about 150 billion US dollars are raised per year, which is about 
half  of  the target figure. With regard to the SDGs, the financial ambition 
gap amounts to 800-1,500 billion euros per year. As already mentioned, the 
OECD estimates the investment required to implement the SDGs at 3,300-
4,500 billion US dollars per year (OECD 2016). Here, the private sector must 
be decisively activated (cf. again Chapter V).

Higher transfers combined with better standards, according to the logic 
that prices must tell the truth, are aimed at green and inclusive growth as the 
key to implementing sustainability. After the financial crisis, there is consensus 
among all international organizations that markets must be adequately reg-
ulated in social and environmental terms (so-called green and inclusive mar-
kets) if  the goal is a good future for all (Radermacher and Beyers 2011). Mar-
ket fundamentalists have a different view on this, but they have now lost their 
dominance in the political debate, albeit not in the practical reality of  life, 
as far as international trade policy is concerned. There, however, President 
Trump’s policy of  “America first” – as problematic as it is – is now changing 
the situation and, for example, in the new version of  the NAFTA Treaty the 
partners have imposed relatively high minimum wages for Mexican workers 
in certain sectors. 
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In the wake of  the global financial crisis, a lot has happened as well. For 
example, the OECD is fighting against “tax base erosion” and strategies such 
as re-declarations of  business activities and legal conditions by companies and 
organizations, and thus wants to contribute to a greener and more social-
ly oriented policy. This also applies to the OECD’s and the IMF’s regular 
comments on the importance of  a sufficient level of  social balance for social 
prosperity within countries. Of  course, green and inclusive markets also aim 
at growth, but only to the extent that the environment and the climate system 
are protected and prosperity flows to all people. Economic growth is a ‘must’ 
if  sustainability is the objective. Of  particular interest in this context is SDG 
8, which allows the poorest developing and emerging countries to achieve 
GDP growth of  at least 7% per year in order to move towards sustainability. 

At first, it sounds paradoxical that sustainability in the social and eco-
logical dimensions can only be achieved by massive economic growth: the 
historical insight to date is that growth and resource consumption are highly 
correlated variables. The Club of  Rome translates this into its demand for 
“total decoupling”. 

Nevertheless, sustainability and especially economic development will not 
be achievable without massive economic growth and a strictly sustainabili-
ty-oriented policy, also from the author’s point of  view. This is probably also 
the only realistic chance to achieve a stabilization of  the world population at 
the level of  10 billion people by the year 2050. If  poverty is not overcome, the 
world population is threatening to grow to 12 billion by the year 2100.

For the rapidly growing world population – especially in view of  the bil-
lions of  comparatively poor or very poor people – more and more goods and 
services will be needed if  these large and ever-larger populations are to live 
even just in modest prosperity. As an important new book by Chandran Nair 
(Nair 2018), a member of  the Executive Committee of  the Club of  Rome, 
shows, this can indeed only be modest prosperity, not the standard of  living of  
today’s rich world, and requires a strong state to implement such a program-
me. The strong state is meant to act in the interest of  the vast majority of  its 
people and sets clear limits for international corporations as well. China’s 
work on behalf  of  its people is being acknowledged.
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Why Is it so difficult to implement the SDGs?

The SDGs mainly describe completely legitimate goals for living standards 
and quality of  life for all people, especially for people in developing and emerg-
ing countries. A per capita analysis of  this already requires considerable mate-
rial growth, which is expressed in SDG 8 as a “claim” in the quantification of  
at least 7% GDP growth. At the same time, the world population continues 
to grow very rapidly, from 6 to 7.5 billion since 2000, and with a practically 
inevitable leap to 10 billion by 2050 in sight, with very large increases to be 
expected on the Indian sub-continent and in Africa. In Africa, the popula-
tion will double from 1.2 billion today to 2.4 billion by 2050. By the end of  
the century, there could be over 4 billion people living in Africa. More pros-
perity is the best way to prevent growth beyond 2.4 billion. However, using 
present technology this will require a considerable additional consumption 
of  resources as well as massively increased greenhouse gas emissions. This 
means that problems with environmental SDGs are practically unavoidable. 
Resulting from all of  this, there is a great deal of  scepticism about the feasibil-
ity of  the SDGs, as expressed in (FAW/n, 2016a). Doubts and questions are 
also formulated by the Club of  Rome in the context of  publications on the 
50th anniversary of  the Club in 2018 (Randers et al. 2018; Weizsäcker and 
Wijkman 2017).

The problems in the area of  climate are becoming particularly obvious. 
Especially here, the challenges are great. Reference is made to the current 
report of  the intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC 2018) and 
the Climate Emergency Report of  the Club of  Rome (Dixson-Declève et al. 
2018), both from 2018. In the author’s current book on energy and climate 
issues (Radermacher 2018b) as well as in Helm (2017), it becomes clear that 
the climate issue in today’s world should not be seen primarily as an envi-
ronmental issue. It is rather at least as much about economic, financial, social 
and cultural issues, about power and wealth, about economic performance, 
energy and financial strength, about jobs and social issues, about questions of  
food and water supply, about migrations of  peoples. Finally, it is also about 
the position of  states and entire regions in the world in relation to one ano-
ther, possibly also about war and peace. Geopolitics (Marshall 2015) is a cen-
tral factor, for example in the US, which has meanwhile risen to become the 
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world’s largest producer of  oil, but also in the corresponding activities on the 
Russian and Chinese sides. 

As a consequence of  the paradigm changes in the global climate negotia-
tions at the conference in Copenhagen in 2009, in the author’s work it was 
deduced already at that time that there will be no stringent global climate 
agreement to achieve the two-degree target (Radermacher 2014). For an ade-
quate negotiation outcome, a gap of  about 500 billion tons of  CO2 by 2050 
from Copenhagen onwards was expected under the new voluntary regime. It 
actually turned out that way: the Paris gap. It is described in Figure 1 below.

To bridge the gap, an estimated 500 billion euros per year in lost grants is 
needed (see Chapter V). Therefore, it is essential to put massive financial flows 
from north to south in motion in order to make further growth processes in 
developing and emerging countries as climate-neutral as possible. In compa-
rison to that, it makes little sense to spend a lot of  money in Europe on com-
paratively small climate effects. On the contrary, the money available must be 
used to achieve major effects, especially in India and Africa. Negative emis-
sions (e.g. afforestation and humus formation combined with a consequent 
protection of  rain forests) have to be used to massively remove CO2 from 
the atmosphere. With synthetic fuels, e.g. methanol-based on green hydrogen, 
produced with solar power from the Sahara (DESERTEC 2.0), an alternative 
to the very expensive energy renovation of  houses and a full switch to elec-
tromobility has been found, also for us Europeans (Offermanns et al., 2017; 
IPCC 2018; Radermacher 2019). 
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Figure 1. Reduction paths in the logic of  the Paris Agreement - planned/required contribu-
tions of  the state sector and non-state actors 

What happens if the path described does not succeed

The main problem is the additional CO2 emissions on the Indian subconti-
nent and in Africa until 2040, in the event that they move from 1 or 2 tons 
of  CO2 per capita for about three billion people to 3.5 tons of  CO2 per 
capita for about 4.2 billion people. The increase is around 10 billion tonnes, 
almost as high as today’s Chinese emissions, which are already higher than 
the combined emissions of  the USA, Europe and Japan. With around 9 tons 
of  CO2 emissions per capita per year, China has already overtaken Europe 
with 8.5 tons of  CO2 emissions per capita per year. And Chinese emissions 
continue to grow. China positions itself  as one of  the developing countries 
in the climate negotiations and attaches great importance to being allowed 
to increase its CO2 emissions until 2030. So, reductions in China will tend 
to be (only) relative in comparison to their GDP but will be increasing in 
absolute terms. In 2017 China used 100 times as much concrete as Germany 
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in 2017, and from 2011-2013 China used more concrete than the USA dur-
ing the whole last century. China’s path to prosperity cannot be replicated 
in a climate-friendly way, neither on the Indian subcontinent nor in Africa 
(Radermacher 2018b), unless we succeed in building a new global energy 
system – which has a chance, based on the so-called methanol-economy ap-
peal (Radermacher 2019). 

It is also clear that China has made the greatest contributions to the MDGs. 
China has brought hundreds of  millions of  people out of  poverty. As descri-
bed above, it is difficult for billions of  people to overcome poverty without 
massively burdening the environment and the climate. Additionally, the social 
effects are also enormous when hundreds of  millions of  people in China are 
integrated into a world economy based on the division of  labour, in order to 
work their way towards greater prosperity at initially very low wages. The so-
called Elephant Curve of  Global Inequality and Growth, 1980-2016 (Alvare-
do et al. 2017) shows this very clearly (Fig. 3). 

In the “Elephant Curve” changes in income are shown according to the 
level of  income. Stagnation becomes visible in a large segment of  poverty, 
massive growth in prosperity towards the middle class with hundreds of  mil-
lions of  people from poor countries (especially China’s workers), stagnation or 
even regression in the segment of  the lower middle class in the rich world (e. 
g. industrial workers in old industries in the USA) and massive gains for elites 
everywhere, especially in the rich world. To exaggerate, the industrial worker 
is losing in the USA, in return industrial workers in China, Vietnam and India 
are gaining. The rich elite is gaining always and everywhere, and more and 
more (Piketty T., 2014) the sediment remains where it is. 

Such brutal redistribution processes, never negotiated and not internatio-
nally linked to compensation payments, are incompatible with sustainability. 
US policies under President Trump, Brexit, re-nationalisation and populism 
in Europe are sending their greetings. Reasonable policies will be difficult. 
Self-interest is becoming stronger, as affected citizens are persuaded that if  
they retreat to national solutions everything will be better, everything will re-
turn to the (better) way it was before. Of  course, this is only an illusion, but 
an illusion with great political weight. In a nutshell: in any case, the road to 
sustainability will be difficult. A final note on the subject. A new report to the 
Club of  Rome was published on the occasion of  the Club of  Rome’s 50th 
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anniversary ceremony in October 2018 (Randers et al. 2018). It asks about 
the implementation chances for the SDGs and the first conclusion is that the 
goal of  implementing the SDGs in 2030 cannot be achieved. The discussion 
then focuses on achieving the target by 2050.

Figure 2. Current (2016) and expected (2040) per capita CO2e emissions, population trends 
and possible savings (blue) with respect to expected growth of  CO2 emissions (yellow/orange)
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Figure 3. Global percentage growth of  total income 1980-2016

The elephant curve of  global inequality and growth, 1980-2016

In the report the authors first examine the three strategies “Same’ (continue as 
before), “Faster” (take care of  more growth with high dynamics) and “Hard-
er” (make more efforts without higher pay) and come to the conclusion that 
these would not help – even with an implementation period considered up 
to 2050. They use a comparatively simple Dynamics Model to underpin the 
given, and in the authors’ point of  view correct, position. They then develop 
a fourth approach, which they call “Smarter”. The logic behind this approach 
also appears, partially, in the current report of  the Club of  Rome on Climate 
Emergency (Dixson-Declève et al., 2018). They argue that with this intelligent 
approach they have found a robust way to reach the SDGs by 2050 while re-
specting 9 planetary boundaries. Five elements of  a robust path are given in 
their text. However, from the authors’ point of  view the statements made raise 
questions, because the five proposed elements are added exogenously to their 
model, so they are not deeply incorporated into it. They are therefore rather 
meaningful ideas, hopes and assertions (wishful thinking), not hard facts. By 
way of  an example, three points are mentioned.
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1) Energy: accelerated growth of renewable energies

The authors propose doubling the percentage of  renewable energies every 10 
years. This is completely unrealistic. The International Energy Agency (IEA), 
an OECD organization, takes a completely different position (IEA 2017, 
2018), cf. also Radermacher (2018b). In 2040, fossil fuel consumption will be 
higher than it is today. The high quantities of  fossil fuels in 2040 are, among 
other things, due to the geostrategic policy of  the USA, which is today the 
world’s largest oil producer. Shale gas and shale oil have completely changed 
the game in the energy sector. There is no longer any talk about “peak oil”, 
which was a very important topic 15 years ago. At the other end of  the carbon 
issue operates Russia, which has built an army for the Arctic because Russia 
sees the Arctic as its strategic energy base for the future. India and China are 
expanding their use of  coal. India argues that it has every right to a much 
higher share of  global emissions. India’s electricity sector is thereby heavily 
underfinanced. The companies active in India often either belong to the state 
or are kept alive by state loans. The disappearance of  these companies from 
the market would represent a massive financial risk for the Indian state.

2) Social balance

On the subject of  social balance, the authors demand that the income share 
of  the 10% highest incomes will be substantially limited. The call for a clever 
limitation of  the income shares of  high-income groups (whose income of-
ten results from yields on very high property titles) Is now supported by the 
OECD, IMF and WB. In Radermacher and Herlyn. (2018) it can be seen 
that 40% of  total income should be the upper limit for the share of  the 20% 
highest incomes. This essentially corresponds to values of  the Gini index be-
tween 0.25 and 0.35. Less strict figures are discussed in Randers et al. 2018. 
Furthermore, the text does not explain how upper limits for income shares of  
the best earning groups could be politically enforced.
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3) Population growth

The authors hope that the world population can be limited to 9 billion people. 
They argue for more investment in education, gender equality, health and 
family planning. These all are important factors, but none of  them are new. 
The world has been talking about such measures for decades, but the growth 
of  the world’s population continues at a rapid pace. There is no indication or 
evidence on how to stop the population explosion. From the author’s point of  
view, there is a high probability for 12 billion people at the end of  this century. 
The financial resources needed to change the current path are not available 
up to now. Reservations against family planning are high. The UN position 
completely avoids the question of  family planning. At best, international poli-
tics talks about “reproductive health” or “mother and child health”.

lnterim conclusion: The simultaneous implementation of  the social and 
ecological concerns of  the SDGs while maintaining high population growth 
is obviously becoming extremely difficult. Achievement of  the targets by 2030 
is probably impossible. Perhaps success by 2050 is possible. But even that re-
quires completely different and new approaches. The economic growth of  
developing and emerging countries must be largely climate-neutral. Negative 
emissions have to play a major role. Huge financial volumes need to be moved 
from north to south in this context, partly in the form of  lost subsidies. This 
requires new actors and should use synergies to massively reduce the costs of  
achieving climate targets, e.g. in Europe, in order to make significantly higher 
transfers politically feasible. The Marshall Plan for Africa and the Develop-
ment and Climate Alliance of  the German Federal Ministry for Economic 
Cooperation and Development (BMZ) describe ways in which this can per-
haps be achieved.

A Marshall Plan with Africa

The comments so far should have made clear the order of  magnitude of  the 
challenges on the way to sustainable development and how difficult it will be 
to implement the SDGs, even if  the implementation period is extended until 
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2050. A much greater commitment of  the rich countries to cooperation with 
developing and emerging countries is essential. Via trade, finance and clever 
double taxation treaties, the rich world has been exploiting Africa instead of  
investing there on a large scale (Hearson 2018). That has to change. This is 
where the Marshall Plan with Africa comes into play.

The Marshall Plan with Africa is, on the one hand, the result of  an analysis 
presented by the Senate of  the Economy, the Club of  Rome and the FAW/n 
(Club of  Rome, Senate of  the Economy 2016), and on the other hand an as-
sociated, largely independent, policy line of  the German Federal Ministry for 
Economic Cooperation and Development (BMZ) (BMZ 2017). The Marshall 
Plan with Africa reacts to the situation described above and concentrates on 
Africa, which has by far the most dynamic population development, is cha-
racterized by particularly difficult conditions and is of  special importance for 
Europe – both as an opportunity and as a risk. 

The objective of  the Marshall Plan is a “prosperity explosion” in Africa, 
especially in North Africa. This prosperity explosion should be designed to 
be compatible with all sustainability requirements, i.e. it should be green and 
inclusive, and thus provide evidence that the market based prosperity model 
can “deliver”, also with regards to Agenda 2030. The report aims at a coo-
perative approach, puts cooperation with Africa in the forefront and refers to 
a long-term vision of  the African Union until 2063 (African Union Commis-
sion, 2015). 

Africa cannot offer such a convincing homogeneous environment for eco-
nomic development as China does. After all, it is not one state with a popu-
lation of  billions, it consists of  55 states. Fortunately, Africa also has one or 
two wild cards that can be brought into play. In particular, Africa has a lot of  
space, wonderful nature, a lot of  mineral resources and a gigantic potential 
for renewable energies in the Sahara and other deserts as a basis to develop 
massively. This should be used. 

According to the Addis Ababa formula of  2016 “From Billions to Trillions” 
(World Bank, IMF, 2015), the funds invested must be significantly increased. 
Ultimately, only the private sector can raise the large necessary investments. In 
particular, the public sector in Africa must substantially increase its tax reve-
nues in order to be able to do what is necessary on their side. But also, much 
more has to happen in international development cooperation. The funds must 
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be used wisely with partner states with whom agreements on joint program-
mes is possible. For example, progress in the area of  governance should be 
acknowledged, especially the willingness to implement country-by-country re-
porting of  the tax payments of  internationally operating corporations in order 
to ensure transparency on tax revenues. These in turn would result in higher 
state revenues on their side, which in turn would massively increase the capa-
city of  African states to improve the situation of  their populations. In return, 
investments are to be made especially in the development of  social systems. 

Substantial investments are also needed in industry and infrastructure as 
well as in agriculture. Here, millions of  new jobs have to be created which are 
absolutely essential if  the SDGs are supposed to be implemented in Africa. 
The former German Federal President Horst KöhIer talks about 20 million 
new jobs per year that are absolutely necessary in Africa for the next 30 years 
(Köhler 2016). Highly important for that is environmental and climate com-
patibility. Timber must play a central role in the future. Reforestation has to 
contribute significantly, also for removing CO2 from the atmosphere. A strict 
protection of  rain forests is a must, even if  it costs the rich countries a lot of  
money. In cooperation with the FAW/n in Ulm and other partners, the au-
thor is involved in the setting up of  so-called “lighthouse” projects for Africa, 
which are described in more detail below. They currently focus on four areas: 

(1) Humus formation-enhancing agriculture, also in semi-arid areas using 
biochar on hundreds of  millions of  hectares of  soil.

(2) Reforestation on degraded soils in the tropics, potentially on several 
hundred million hectares in Africa.

(Note: Humus formation and afforestation massively bind CO2 (on ave-
rage about 10 tons per hectare and year), so-called negative emissions. Both 
approaches at the same time allow a high added value in the country and 
create many jobs. 

(3) Another topic is green synthetic fuels based on green hydrogen and 
green methanol, using solar energy, which is almost unlimitedly available in 
Africa, especially in the Sahara and the Arabian desert. 

(4) “Lighthouse” projects on population issues such as reducing maternal 
and infant mortality, information and prevention initiatives, empowering wo-
men, quality education for girls. 
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Within the framework of  the Marshall Plan with Africa, the Club 
of  Rome and the Senate of  the Economy recommend that German Fede-
ral Government and Europe take a strong initiative against the widespread 
mood of  hopelessness facing global challenges and pursue the following goals: 
1. Europe’s cohesion and securing its future. 
2. Successful implementation of  Agenda 2030, especially in Africa – where, in 
a global perspective, the problems are the biggest.
3. Solving the population problem in Africa and showing a way towards pro-
sperity for the continent. 
4. Contributions to the refugee question worldwide and particularly in Europe.
5. Proving that a green and inclusive economy can “deliver” in the sense of  at 
least enhancing the implementation of  Agenda 2030 by 2050.
6. Prevention of  coercive management and resource planned economy.
7. Simultaneous implementation of  sustainability, climate protection, social 
balance and greater material prosperity for all.
8. Creation of  more social balance instead of  radicalization, nationalism and 
the dismantling of  democracy. 
9. Providing value-creating investment opportunities for capital.
10. Promotion of  real-economic innovations and investments.
11. Initiation of  green and inclusive growth

A Marshall Plan as an instrument to implement the SDGs?

The proposal for a Marshall Plan strives for completely new dimensions of  co-
operation between the developed countries and the less developed countries, 
exemplified by Europe and Africa. The final argument is that under existing 
political conditions, a path towards prosperity is most likely to open the great-
est opportunities to prevent an explosion of  the population in Africa. Regard-
ing climate change, this in turn is a crucial prerequisite for preventing Europe 
and the rich world from being completely suffocated by the issue of  migration 
at some point. However, it is also clear that in the current economic model, 
significantly more prosperity for Africa and also for India means that we can 
get completely out of  control in terms of  resource use, climate problems and 
so on. As described above, new solutions are needed here. 
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Why is the situation that difficult? This is illustrated by the example of  
China. As mentioned above, China has made the greatest contributions to 
overcoming poverty in the world in terms of  the MDGs between 2000 and 
2015. But China has also massively increased its resource consumption and 
CO2 emissions. China currently has higher per capita emissions than Europe 
and in total higher CO2 emissions than the US, Europe and Japan combi-
ned. This development model cannot be replicated in the other parts of  the 
world based on today’s technology if  a climate catastrophe is to be prevented 
(cf. Fig. 1). In this respect, the world needs other solutions, e.g. for the further 
development of  India and Africa. The Marshall Plan with Africa uses the 
example of  the poorest continent to show what such solutions may look like. 
In essence, we must succeed in implementing the necessary wealth creation in 
such a way that nature conservation is promoted, and CO2 is removed from 
the atmosphere instead of  releasing more of  it into the air. What is required 
is massive value-added opportunities that have a positive effect on climate. 
Among the many options that are pursued in the Marshall Plan at the value 
creation level, the following four topics, briefly discussed above, are of  parti-
cular importance: 

(a)Agriculture in semi-arid regions

A “lighthouse” project is currently being considered in the semi-desert in 
northern Africa on an area of  at least 30,000 ha. The main focus is on revers-
ing the desertification that has taken place over the last few decades, result-
ing in the loss of  around 8 million hectares of  land in Africa every year. An 
important dimension of  the project is a strong focus on humus formation 
and the use of  bio-char. In this way, at least 10 tons of  CO2 per hectare and 
year can be extracted from the atmosphere. The aim is also to achieve one 
sufficient workplace per 2 ha., a qualification of  the respective employees in 
modem equipment, also on the IT side, and an increase in agricultural pro-
ductivity in contrast to other parts of  the continent by at least a factor of  5. In 
addition, there should be gardens for all employees to be used for themselves. 
The (abundant) groundwater resources available on site in this case should be 
used wisely. Desalination is carried out using renewable energy and could be 
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based on experience in Israel (Sigel 2017). The project should offer investors 
good opportunities for returns. The BMZ should help with practical intergov-
ernmental problems. In addition, a research centre on the subject would be 
helpful in preparation for upscaling at a later date. 

(b) Afforestation of degraded soils in the tropics 

Reforestation, combined with strict protection of  rainforests, is one of  our 
best chances for achieving the climate goal of  the Paris agreement (Finkbeiner 
2011; Finkbeiner & Plant-for-the-Planet 2019). A lighthouse project on the 
subject is planned in West Africa. It will be carried out in cooperation with 
experienced developers on site. An ongoing already successful project will be 
extended to include the conservation of  natural rainforest. There is a strong 
focus on agroforestry technologies, meat production with smaller animal spe-
cies, establishment of  a cooling chain for food, cooperation with the tourism 
industry in the country, training, promotion of  biodiversity and water bal-
ance, including with rainwater collection basins. Some renewable energies 
are already integrated today and are to be expanded. Additionally, there is 
a strong focus on CO2 capture (after some years). For this purpose, among 
other means, charcoal should be inserted into the earth. 

Another important dimension of  the project is the timber value chain. In 
the future, timber must become a decisive resource for material value creation 
in Africa (as well as in India and finally worldwide). The organization of  this 
value chain offers many professional opportunities and jobs. Likewise, rene-
wable energies and modern IT technologies play a major role. Here as well, 
scientific support should play a central role. 

(c) Synthetic fuels 

Synthetic climate-neutral fuels will have to make a significant contribution to 
solving climate and energy problems, also in Europe. Among other sources, 
this is shown by the latest study by the World Energy Council (WEC 2018). 
The path currently being pursued in Europe, especially in Germany (energy-
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efficient refurbishment of  all buildings, comprehensive transition to electric 
cars, rapid withdrawal from coal and at the same time withdrawal from nu-
clear energy) will not solve the climate problem but will destroy a great deal 
of  prosperity. This is due to the fact that electricity from renewable sources 
can only solve some of  the problems because of  the costly limits concerning 
production and volatility. Otherwise, massive overcapacities would have to be 
kept available for any eventuality. The expenses for electricity are increasing 
steadily in Germany, while we are making no progress on the climate issue 
(Radermacher 2018b). There is a risk of  major political upheavals and even 
more populism if  the anger continues to grow, because large sections of  the 
population do not accept the partly planned economic solutions. Especially if  
this leads to noticeable losses in prosperity and has little effect in the climate 
sector. The yellow-vests movement in France has made the current negative 
mood obvious. 

What is it about? Not all houses need to be renovated for energy efficiency 
and not all cars will have to be electric cars in the future. On the contrary, 
such a scenario would be a tragedy for Germany and Europe. The alternati-
ve is climate-neutral synthetic fuels, e.g. from North Africa. This is linked to 
DESERTEC 2.0 but avoids the electricity fixation. The electricity approach 
was leveraged from two sides: firstly, by the German Renewable Energy Act, 
which massively discriminates against renewable electricity from Africa, and 
secondly by local resistance against the construction of  large power lines. 

Synthetic climate-neutral fuels will very often be able to replace crude oil 
and natural gas. We can then continue to live in our homes as they are, use 
diesel and petrol vehicles and use our heating systems – because everything 
will be climate-neutral. Already today the company Avia offers (via compen-
sation solutions) climate-neutral heating oil without additional costs for their 
customers. Synthetic fuels also offer new approaches to meeting the fleet re-
quirements of  automobiles when politics finally tackles the regulation at this 
point, i.e. reduced CO2 emissions can be offset against fleet values. Unfortu-
nately, it has hardly been possible to go any further on this point so far. Many 
people want to prevent the proposed path, for instance because they want to 
put pressure on the automotive sector for ideological reasons. In addition, 
synthetic fuels, especially those from the sunbelt of  the world, endanger many 
solely national business models in the field of  renewable energies. The author 
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considers a diametrically different policy to be necessary. We should continue 
to bear the import costs in this area, and Africa and other emerging countries 
should be able to generate urgently needed revenues in this way. Germany 
is one of  the world’s leading exporters and therefore has a problem with the 
world because of  its high balance of  payments surplus. That is why an inter-
national division of  labour is the better way forward in this case. 

Instead, the production of  hydrogen/methanol from water by electrolysis 
using renewable energy (e.g. from the Sahara) is pursued. Here, one could join 
an ongoing project financed by the Federal Ministry for Economic Affairs and 
Energy. This has already prepared for an African option as a later step. Key 
results of  the ongoing German project are expected by the end of  2019. At 
the end of  2020, the go-ahead could be given for a large methanol production 
facility in North Africa and/or South Africa. South Africa, but also Indian 
locations, are interesting in this context because of  their large coal-fired power 
plants. CO2 from coal-fired power plants could be integrated into methanol 
production. Financing issues will play a major role here. In this case, too, 
scientific monitoring should be ensured. The German side will be challenged 
but can also benefit greatly from such an approach. International industrial 
partners have signalled their interest.

(d) The population issue

Nigeria is a hotspot for population growth in Africa. It is already the most 
populated country in Africa (190 million), with a population growth rate of  
2.7%. A population of  410 million is expected in 2050. After India and Chi-
na, Nigeria will then be the third largest country in the world in terms of  
population. The political situation in Nigeria is difficult. The country is partly 
Christian, partly Muslim. There are military conflicts in parts of  the country. 
A major focus is still on revenues from the booming oil industry. 

The Rotarian Action Group for Population & Development (RFPD) has 
been active in Nigeria for more than 20 years. Its activities so far have con-
centrated on 8 of  the 36 federal states of  the country. These activities have 
received the full support of  the respective state governments and have been 
officially adopted into the respective health systems. 
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The projects pursued on site are all aimed at reducing infant mortality and 
reducing maternal illness and death. This is done largely using existing hospi-
tal infrastructure, even in rural areas. Medical services will be combined with 
broad education and, if  desired, access to contraceptives. 

A unique selling point is a high-quality medical strategy based on German 
experience and adapted to Nigerian conditions with Nigerian partners. The 
approach is based on evidence-based medicine. Based on software developed 
partially by the project team itself, successes and failures are rigorously docu-
mented and made available for statistical analysis. Information is processed 
over 4 aggregation levels. In the sense of  benchmarks performance, compa-
risons at all levels are possible. They also contain a competitive element in 
comparison with the neighbour. This unleashes a great motivational force.

After the previous roll-out to 8 Nigerian federal states, there is now the 
chance of  a definite major final step. The Nigerian government has invited 
Rotary to extend its system to the whole country, meaning all 36 states. The 
solution will be incorporated into the national health system. The various fe-
deral states have agreed, the operational support of  the Rotarian side as well 
as the German Federal Government is requested. 

The Marshall Plan is thus an approach that can promote the im-
plementation of  the SDGs by2030, if  not completely, then in parts. In 
particular, it must meet the challenge of  combining the necessary greater pros-
perity with more environmental protection and, above all, climate protection. 
The latter of  which involves the massive production of  negative emissions. Of  
course, the question remains as to whether this can be done and, in particular, 
whether the financial return potential is large enough to channel sufficient 
capital and subsidies into this area. Whether this can succeed is discussed in 
the last chapter. It essentially deals with BMZ’s “Development and Climate 
Alliance”, which was co-developed by FAW/n and presented to the public for 
the first time at a federal press conference in Berlin in November 2018. 
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6. The Development and Climate Alliance 

From the author’s point of  view, the Development and Climate Alliance is a 
decisive initiative in the field of  climate, SDGs, development and population 
issues. it could become a game-changer, a quantum leap into another world. 
The alliance is essentially based on ideas from Radermacher (2018b). The 
focus is on a paradigm shift – a new frame. Politicians are being thanked for 
the Paris Agreement and the SDGs. Much more is not expected from politics. 
In fact, much more cannot be achieved by politics. It will be difficult to imple-
ment even the existing targets (NDCs). lnstead, the prosperous segment of  the 
world is to be mobilized – in poor as well as in rich countries. These are the 
so-called “top emitters” with hundreds of  tons of  CO2 emissions per capita 
per year. They also tend to be the people with the greatest influence on the fu-
ture of  the world, namely through their assets, companies, local communities, 
logistics chains, annual incomes, influence on politics, etc. The top emitters 
also have most to lose in the event of  a climate catastrophe. This applies to 
many assets that could be destroyed in a climate catastrophe, by migration of  
people, by closing borders (stranded assets) and massive lifestyle restrictions 
in the event of  a disaster. The 10% wealthiest in the world account for about 
50% of  global greenhouse gas emissions (Chancel and Piketty 2015). 

What is the logic of the alliance? 

Today’s commitments – voluntary, revocable at any time and partly condi-
tioned on cash inflows – by states to reduce greenhouse gas emissions will 
not be enough to achieve the objectives of  the Paris agreement. If  nothing is 
done on top of  them, the present announcements will lead to a world with a 
temperature rise of  3 to 4°C. Therefore, dramatic consequences and setbacks 
for the development prospects of  people in many countries lagging behind 
are impending, and at the same time great dangers for prosperity in the rich 
world have to be faced. Many people in the global South are already suffer-
ing from climate change. On the capital markets, emerging states are already 
being punished for climate risks with higher interest rates. They therefore 
need much more support, on the one hand to be able to pursue sustainable 
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development paths and, on the other hand, to arm themselves against the 
consequences of  climate change. Major contributions by rich countries are 
needed if  wealth creation in poorer countries is to be largely climate-neutral 
thanks to the use of  new technologies. 

Against this background, companies, institutions and private individuals 
worldwide must make an important contribution in order to limit the rise in 
temperatures and at the same time promote sustainable development everywhe-
re in the form of  co-benefits. Privately financed, high-quality compensation 
projects can effectively complement governmental efforts on development fi-
nancing, perhaps even surpass them in scope and effectiveness at some point. 

Development and climate must be consistently considered together in or-
der to preserve a world worth living in for present and future generations. 
This is where the Development and Climate Alliance comes in, mobilizing 
additional contributions for development and climate protection.

What it is about? 

With voluntary contributions by the private sector, the financial resources for 
the two major challenges of  the future – climate change and sustainable de-
velopment – are to be multiplied. In combination with compensating compa-
nies and institutions, compensation providers, certifiers and civil society, this 
additional commitment to development and climate should be taken out of  
today’s niche situation, made more widely known and proposed for imitation. 
Over the next 10 years, the current volume in Germany is supposed to grow 
from around 6 million tonnes of  compensation volume per year to at least 100 
million tonnes. In the years thereafter, it should increase even more.

The contributions of  the supporters of  the alliance are voluntary and 
additional. They finance high-quality projects in developing and emerging 
countries that:

1. avoid, reduce or bind greenhouse gases and thus contribute to improv-
ing the global climate balance, e.g. through extensive reforestation pro-
jects and humus production in agriculture,

2. simultaneously promote economic and social development in develop-
ing and emerging countries (co-benefits) and thus contribute to the sta-
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bilization of  the world population, and provide proof  of  all these effects 
with high and independently audited standards.

The BMZ is setting a good example and will be climate-neutral by 2020.
To be achieved:

1. political recognition of  compensation for emissions going beyond the 
Paris commitments,

2. a massive expansion of  the voluntary emission trading market,
3.  improvement of  the institutional and political framework conditions for 

compensation,
4.  recording and communication of  compensation measures that have 

been implemented,
5. mobilization of  financial resources for climate protection and sustain-

able development and thus for the implementation of  Agenda 2030,
6. advice and political support for the members of  the alliance in their 

efforts to promote climate protection and development in a pre-compet-
itive manner,

7.  exchange of  experiences and bundling and dissemination of  know-how,
8. closer linking the various actors and internationalization of  the initiative.

Many of  the top emitters, many companies and many other players are already 
tackling the issue today (Radermacher 2018). This is happening beyond legal 
requirements in order to avert imminent dangers for the future. A silver bullet 
is the compensation of  one’s own CO2 emissions through valuable projects in 
non-industrialized countries. This is at least as much about co-benefits for all 
SDGs as it is about climate effects. This can be done by companies, but also 
by organizations, event organizers, of  course also by private individuals and – 
beyond state requirements – also by federal states and wealthy municipalities. 
The German federal state of  Hesse plans to achieve climate neutrality by 2030 
(Hölscher and Radermacher 2012; Worms and Radermacher 2018). In this 
environment, a distinction is then made between project owners who realize 
corresponding projects in non-industrialized countries on the one hand and 
compensators who decommission high-quality certificates generated in such 
projects on the other. The compensators give non-refundable grants to the 
projects. They have a special leverage effect and often ensure the profitability 
of  the corresponding projects and thus their realization (additionality). 
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In this environment a great potential is building up, even more as it beco-
mes clear that more and more of  these projects are contributing enormous co-
benefits for practically all SDGs, typically in afforestation, for example, effects 
such as the improvement of  biodiversity and water balance, but also infra-
structure development, food availability, jobs, training and thus indirectly also 
progress in the population issue. The coupling of  the Paris goals with many 
SDGs opens up a wide range of  individual options. For example, climate 
activities can be coupled with measures to improve opportunities for women, 
to stabilize population development and to educate children, to finance, for 
example, bird protection and the protection of  mangrove forests, which are 
of  central importance both for the climate and for stabilizing coastal areas. 

To the extent that project owners and compensators are willing to invest 
in such issues, they support the implementation of  SDGs. They therefore also 
act at the heart of  the Marshall Plan idea. One very good signal is that Mini-
ster Müller and the BMZ, with their Development and Climate Alliance, are 
going in precisely this direction. This alliance is a hands-on alliance. On the 
one hand, it motivates people, and on the other it takes people who compen-
sate into protection from stupid – or at least ill-conceived – hostilities such as 
“sale of  indulgence”, “ransom” and “greenwashing”.

Here a large lever becomes visible, here the hopes for an effective 
Marshall Plan with Africa could come together with the great demands in 
the area of  SDGs via these mechanisms of  action, for instance via projects 
of  the lighthouse type described above, all of  which are also projects 
for high-quality CO2 certificates in non-industrialized countries, with a high 
reference to co-benefits.

7. Final remark
 

lnvestments for better life prospects for people living in Africa are not only 
massively more cost-effective than the use of  state social welfare funds in Ger-
many for refugees from Africa – everything that offers people an incentive 
to shape their future in their own country also respects the human dignity 
of  those affected to a much greater degree. Private sector investment in this 
area, as promoted by the Development and Climate Alliance, can open a new 
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chapter. They could release massive additional cash flows and mobilize “peo-
ple that care” (for the projects they co-financed). This significantly increases 
the value of  the funds invested. By 2050, the implementation of  the SDGs 
may be feasible at a modest level. Hopefully, the world population will then 
stabilize at 10 billion people.
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